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3)
a. Learning objectives
b. Hands-on activities and interactive exercises
c. Materials that participants can take with them
d. Practical application for teachers and outreach staff

Learning objectives: In this workshop, participants will use a touchscreen device (iPad) to engage in interactive spatial visualization (SV) activities using the SpatialKids™ App developed at UC San Diego. Learning objectives for the workshop are to teach participants SV skills such as 2D rotations, sketching of 3D isometrics and 2D orthographic projections, and flat pattern folding; how to use the iPad app including the feature that automatically grades students’ sketches and provides guidance when requested; and to provide participants with best practices for how to implement the SV training in their own classrooms. The touchscreen technology facilitates an engaging and cost-effective SV training method that allows freehand sketching with natural hand motions not possible with a computer mouse.

Hands-on Activities & Interactive Exercises: Workshop participants will work directly with iPads provided by the presenters. We will walk through the various SV lessons and make use of the integrated tutorials and feedback system. An example of a free response exercise related to the ability to manipulate and rotate a shape one quarter turn counterclockwise is shown in Figure 1a. When a sketch is submitted for grading and there is an error in the solution, students are given the option to Retry the sketch, obtain a Hint (showing a video tutorial of the solution steps), or take a Peek at the solution and then redo the sketch. Figure 1b shows a screenshot of the message received once an activity containing an error in the solution has been submitted for grading, and Figure 1c shows the type of instantaneous feedback provided when the “Peek” option is selected. In this case, green lines indicate correct portions of the sketch, red solid lines indicate areas where incorrect lines are drawn, and red-hashed lines represent areas where lines should have been drawn but were omitted.
Each lesson in the software begins with easy problems, and gradually increments in difficulty. Thus, students are able to work independently and can use the Hint and Peek features to resolve most problems on their own. A point system encourages students to complete assignments without Hints or Peeks as they progress. At the end of each lesson a few test questions are provided where the Hint and Peek questions have been disabled. Teachers can view each student’s progress including the number of assignments completed as well as how often the Hint and Peek features have been used.

**Materials that participants can take with them:** Workshop participants will be given a license to the iPad App to use on their own devices. For those that do not have a classroom set of iPads available at their home institutions, a web-based version is under development for use on Windows, Chrome, and Android devices. A license will be provided when it becomes available.

**Practical application for teachers and outreach staff:** SpatialKids™ is aligned with the engineering habits of mind, as well as K-8 common core and NGSS standards (see below). The app can be integrated directly into math, science or engineering curriculum, or can be introduced to students through outreach events. For example, the app was incorporated into a “Girls in Engineering” day sponsored by the Stanley E. Foster School of Engineering, Innovation, and Design in San Diego. Middle school girls were invited to explore the design process through an engineering and architecture design challenge. If they finished their designs early, they were given the opportunity to play with the SpatialKids™ App to test their SV skills and ultimately excite them about STEM. Feedback from this event was extremely positive.

**Authentic Engineering Connection.** Identify and describe how you will explicitly address the ways in which your lesson or activity is representative of the processes, habits of mind and practices used by engineers, or is demonstrative of work in specific engineering fields. At least...
one of those must be within the first four listed, below; i.e., do not only check “other”. Check all that apply:

☐ Use of an engineering design process that has at least one iteration/improvement  
☒ Attention to specific engineering habits of mind  
☒ Attention to engineering practices (as described in the NGSS/Framework and as practiced by engineers)  
☐ Attention to specific engineering careers or fields related to the lesson/activity  
☒ Other (please describe below)

Provide a description of how you will explicitly address these aspects of authentic engineering in your workshop (maximum 2,000 characters):

**Authentic Engineering:** Drawing is a fundamental engineering skill that is used for concept generation and sharing of ideas with others. The proverbial “back of the envelope” sketch is something engineers do on a daily basis, and is also something that is highly engaging for young children with their love of drawing. This workshop introduces students to some of the technical aspects of engineering drawings and develops SV skills, which have been shown to help with performance in STEM.

**Engineering Habits of Mind:** The activities presented in this workshop are representative of Creativity, Optimism, and Communication. Sketching is an integral part of the brainstorming and creative process. Optimism is increased when students are able to visualize design solutions and draw how they will look. We all know that “a picture is worth 1000 words,” and thus sketching is integral to technical communication.

**Engineering practices based on NGSS Framework:** Engineering, technology and the application of science is one of the discipline core ideas in NGSS. The SpatialKids™ App teaches important skills used in the engineering design process; it provides skills that enable students to brainstorm and sketch (in 3D) possible solutions to a problem, communicate with peers about proposed solutions, and share ideas that lead to improved designs (e.g., 3-5-ETS1-2).

**Common Core:** SpatialKids™ aligns with geometry standards. In particular, Kindergarten (analyze, compare, create, and compose shapes); 1st grade (build, draw and reason with shapes and their attributes), 5th grade (classify 2D figures based on properties), 6th grade (represent 3D figures using nets to find surface area), 7th grade (solve problems involving scaled drawings of geometric figures and describe 2D figures that result from slicing 3D figures), and 8th grade (understand that a 2D figure can be obtained from a sequence of rotations, reflections, translations, and dilations).
Diversity. This year is the American Society for Engineering Education’s “Year of Action on Diversity.” It is essential that we have a diverse engineering workforce to solve diverse problems. To do that and to have an engineering-literate public, it is essential that we reach every preK-12 student with high-quality engineering education, drawing on issues of access and equity in the classroom and in the curriculum. Reviewers would like to know how your proposed workshop will address diversity.

Provide a description of how you will explicitly address diversity – e.g., diversity with respect to gender/sex, ethnicity or race, special education inclusion, socio-economic status, or LGBT status – in your workshop (maximum 2,000 characters):

Spatial Visualization (SV) skills have been correlated with improved performance in STEM, but women and other underrepresented minorities (URMs) in STEM have on average lower SV skills. In fact, SV training was highlighted as an approach to increase diversity in STEM, in a 2010 report “Why So Few? Women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics”

To address this disparity Sorby, et al.2 developed a one-credit college level course in SV, and it has proven to effectively raise GPAs in the target demographics for a wide range of STEM courses.

SV skills are believed to develop at young ages through games such as block building and playing with Lego™. In addition, drawing is already emphasized in grades K-8. The SpatialKids™ App will allow students from all backgrounds to develop SV skills at an age where it can be easily acquired reducing any obstacles that women and other URMs often face at a later age. The ability to draw one’s dream invention will attract more students to the STEM fields and reduce barriers for those who have been hesitant to become engaged.

It is recognized that many underserved communities do not have access to iPad technology. Therefore, to ensure that the application can be broadly disseminated, a web-based solution is currently being developed and will be provided to workshop participants when available. In addition, not all teachers are familiar with teaching SV. The integrated help and automatic grading in SpatialKids™ allow the software to be easily incorporated into the curriculum by teachers from a wide range of backgrounds.

Are there any online components to the proposal or presentation? (Note that these online components may only be available to presenters or those who have their wireless subscriptions, since wireless may not be available during the workshop sessions.)

☐ No
☐ Yes

Please describe: Our set of training iPads will be preloaded with the SpatialKids™ software, so an Internet connection is not required for the workshop. If an Internet connection is available we can have participants download the complementary software onto their own devices during the workshop; otherwise they will do this on their own at a later date. In an actual K-12 setting, teachers will use the Internet to setup student accounts and view each student’s progress. If an Internet connection is available in the workshop, then we will demonstrate these features live, otherwise we will demonstrate these features with pre-saved data. In an actual K-12 classroom, Internet is not actually needed when students are working on the App. The grading algorithm for each activity is stored locally on each iPad. The data produced from the sketches (number of attempts, number of hints, number of peeks at the solutions…) are synchronized automatically when the teacher brings the iPads to a WiFi area.

Grade Level Target Audience (check all that apply):
☐ Primary (EC–2)
☐ Elementary (3–5)
☐ Middle School (6-8)
☐ High School (9-12)

Maximum Number of Participants: 20

We will bring 20 iPads. If participants have their own iPads, we can increase the number of participants and install the software on their individual devices.

If this number is greater than 25, please describe how your workshop will equally engage all participants.

By nature, the iPad App is extremely hands-on and engaging. Each participant will have access to his or her own device to play with the software.

All Seating is Classroom (tables and chairs).

Audio Visual Equipment Requests:
Note: An LCD projector, screen and podium with attached microphone are provided. Requests for additional equipment or resources (e.g., internet connection or laptops) will incur extra charges. If you do not have additional requests, please indicate with “Not applicable.”

Depending on the cost, we may request internet connection if many participants sign up and want to bring their own iPads. We will need internet to install the software on their devices.

Reminder:
Presenters must register and pay the registration fee to support their workshop attendance and audio/video costs.

Thank you for completing this proposal form!
Please review this document prior to submitting it to ensure that all items are complete.
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